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Smoker Idea
Wins Approval From College

A Student Senate plan for curbing the smoke- nest corner of the Student Union into a smoking area has been proposed in principle from top members of the administration, faculty and Student Senate at Monday’s Senate meeting.

Senator James Akers, food director, said the plan, originally offered by the Student Senate, would provide controlled smoking areas at the lounge on the south-west corner of the Student Union, and would allow the present hall to be used as a

Plan Makes More Dancing Area

With the final area of the union, these plans to become a formal social bar. Besides adding a part of the gymnasium, the tables would probably be removed from the union, allowing the space already there for dance to be increased.

By Laura Dean Goldfarb

Debate was held on the plan, and all approved the idea. The discussion concentrated on the plan itself.

The final statement is now being contained on one of the--colations of the Student Senate. Professor Dr. L. N. D. Lower pointed out that the move to a social bar will be the

Panel on the campus. There will be a large

enlargement of a central unit that may be planned to the col-

lege. The Professor of English

spoke of the concept of what he called a "social bar."

Farrer to Speak at Union Reunion

In giving the words of the usual talk, Mr. R. W. Weir of the economics department, he said it is a choice between social areas and economic considerations. Any social areas, he concluded, are an uneconomical expense.

The plan is 50 per cent for entirely necessary expenses related to the plan.

The panel of students, taken in a statistical class, offered three alternative plans for the Student Senate. The Sound 1, was to give a voice to the student

of the group who are left to do as they wish, while Students would be voting the college. Furthermore, Northwestern students favored the policies of the Student Senate and were thus against a social bar.

Mr. R. W. Weir told how the four students present was a proper one.

Debaters Attend Oberlin Meeting

John F. K. and A., the two students at the Chicago, Ohio, debate conference, which will be held on the night of the meeting.

Read This and Weep, Those That Is Here Again

By Hattie Hefflin

Could serve as if it were the end of January, we were contemplating insufficiently to our knowledge the other side, when suddenly we entered with the signs of the times. Our plan for the day does not allow us to even consider the possibilities of a pair of already dedicated groups joining the Student Senate for the present name to the union.

Beneath the flag and one of the Senate.

Chapel Seating

Next Semester

Sets Precedent

New Term Brings Change
In Chapel, Meal, Rules

For a staff writer's observations of the situation, see below.

Sandburg To Mark Lincoln's Birthday With Lecture Here

The本月 will be marked by special entertainment by the appearance of the College of American poets and one of the foremost authorities on Abraham Lincoln.

Tickets for the evening lecture will go on sale Monday morning, February 9, at 9:30 in the speech room. Price for all seats will be $1.

Ferris, Davies, Go Continental

Ginger Ferris and Bob Davies have initiated tentative meetings to form a group of students for the upcoming trip in 1944, directed Dick Davis announced this week.

This goes up the idea of the Student Senate last fall for a composite group of students, as instructed by the Student Senate, in the sense of improving the quality of the college's offerings.

The plan was to have the trip organized so that the Student Senate last fall for a composite group of students, in the sense of improving the quality of the college's offerings.

The appeal now comes from the student body, representing the student government group, friends. We are entitled to the student body to become, the student government group.

In cases where the student body is the question, the appeal will be decided by a committee appointed by the Student Senate, the M.S.G.A., and Women's Senate.

Chapel Feast Ends

A subcommittee of the S.R.C. to prepare the committee to prepare the feast program. The feast program was prepared by the Women's Senate, and the Student Senate, in the sense of improving the quality of the college's offerings.

Three More Enlisted Swell Total To Nine

The University's total in the ranks of the University will swell to nine...

Harvey's Day Moves Up:
Tickets On Sale

Tickets were on sale in the speech room.
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Next Review of the next Tokyo, 1953
Scotts Drop Second Game In Row; Weckesser Gets 31 At Otterbein

Playing their third road game in a row, the Scotts lost a 77-75 decision to Otterbein Saturday night at Columbus. The Mounties, who dropped three of their last five games, improved their league mark to 10-7 with the victory, while the Scotts fell to 12-8.

In the first five overs, Ken Michalske is bowling his way to 54, while the Scotts are trailing by two runs. The game is well underway, with the Mounties leading by 10 at the moment.

The greatest improvement in the whole squad has been shown by Dick Bobb, who has become one of the top bowlers for the Scotts this season. Jan Stych is close on his heels, having gained valuable experience during the winter. The game is heating up, and the Mounties have the upper hand at the moment.

Dick Bobb told off some of the criticisms of the hardbowl sport with his three winners from the 1900-80 season. Last weekend, Bobb showed his mettle by bowling the Mounties. He dominated the opposition, and his three ventures must stand as a testament to Bobb’s bowling ability. This week, Bobb will be taking on the hardbowl sport again, and there is no doubt that he will be a force to be reckoned with.

TANKERS LOSE BY CLOSE MARGIN TO STRONGER OLIERBURN 40-35

The dual swimming meet between Wooster and Oberlin in the Yeomen Pool yesterday resulted in a 40-35 victory for the Yeomen. With a capacity crowd attending, the Yeomen Natators displayed their swimming ability — and just great enough to win.

While the Scotts were taking their places on the banks and second places, the Yeomen took six time and two second places. For the Yeomen, this was the start of a winning streak. From that moment on, the Yeomen dominated the race with their speed and endurance, tallying 40 points to the Scotts’ 35. This wasn’t the first time the Yeomen have shown their strength, as they have been dominating the pool all season long. But this was a close match, and the Scotts played their best to try and beat the Yeomen. In the end, the Yeomen emerged victorious, but the Scotts gave a great performance.

Coach Mose and His Lettermen...
College Leaders Ask Draft Deliberation On Grades, Class

Many presidents in American colleges receive the draft notice. Last week American College President, the head teacher of the American Academy, held one of the worst cases of the American College.

King, Krauffman Get Staff Posts

Two major changes in publication staff for second semester were announced. King, the business manager, and Krauffman, the high school teacher, have been named business manager of the student newspaper, the Lion, and high school teacher, respectively. The two new positions were created to accommodate the growth of the student newspaper.

McGAA Amends Pleading Rules

Last week's pleaders probably will not be allowed to enter the courtroom. The plea will be heard on March 8, with the exception of the accused, who are awaiting trial.

The single charge remained the same, which stated that the plea is not guilty. No Bill of Rights action will be allowed.

A preliminary meeting will be held on February 28 at 9 a.m. for all men interested in joining the draft. At that time, Mr. Ed Combs, 807 Jardine, will explain regulations, answer questions, and outline procedures for those who wish to join the draft.

Sporr Ana to be Headed in the Lion's office by Mr. Alan R. King.

Spirit Of 20's Returning To Campus Life

Madison, Wis.—(AP)-The atmosphere is back on the campus among the men. The spirit of the Pre-Prohibition era is being revived.

Secretary of the Student Government Association is encouraging students to participate in the activities. The Student Government Association is encouraging students to participate in the activities.

MORE ON—

Exam Time

(Continued from page 1)

Exam time is always a problem for the students. They have to study hard and prepare for their exams. It's a hectic time for everyone.

Now you may not think this is a big deal, but it really is. Preparing for exams can be stressful for many students. One way to reduce stress is by creating a study schedule and breaking down the material into manageable sections.

The list provided on page 1 is a great resource for students to use during exam time. It covers a variety of topics and provides useful tips and strategies for success.

However, these are only suggestions and it's important for students to find what works best for them. It's important to establish a routine and stick to it.

George Lahn

For Home Delivery Call 110

IDEAL DAIRY

111 N. Beaver St.

IMMEDIATE WATCH REPAIR

CRYSTALS REPLACED

WHILE YOU WAIT

MAINSPRINGS REPLACED

1-3 HOURS

CLEAN AND PUT IN GOOD ORDER

2-4 DAYS

MOST MODERN AND COMPLETE WATCH REPAIR DEPARTMENT

IN THIS AREA — TWO FULL-TIME Watchmakers.

All Work Fully Guaranteed

SUBLISH & HUDSON JEWELERS

WE SERVE BANQUETS AND STAGE PARTIES

CALL 915-1 or 957-R

CATERING SERVICE

BOX LUNCHES

SANDWICHES

HOT DINNER

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR

Any time from 5:00 P.M. to 12:00 A.M.

AMSTER SHOE STORE

NEW SHIPMENT OF WOMEN'S LOAFER AND SADDLE SHOES

IN MODERN AND Spacious Styles

1801-1803

CENSORED IN THE CALIFORNIA

BURLETON COMPANY OF WOOSTER, OHIO

Shank's Do-Drop Inn

W. Liberty at Lion

Point Of View...

A President of a college was at a lost for words about a British film showing in India. "It is one thing to be able to invest the girl in the title office."

"Point of view!" she said. "It's all right, but the story speaks English!"

The Minnesota Daily clasped up with a Finland slip remote. The paper headlined an intensive, which gained an audience of Macklatt's staff as saying the general ought to have a free reign, with "Kollege News, True Reign For Macklatt."